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ABSTRACT
Communities and infrastructure exposed to higher than normal ambient concentrations can only be seen
through continuous monitoring of near-surface conditions. These atmospheric observations are also an
essential piece of information, which enables agencies and businesses to prepare for oncoming events
and to respond in a timely manner. Equally important is the knowledge of how anthropogenic activities
are linked to frequency and duration of anomalies in the ambient air, their change over time, and how
often it is necessary to update the inventories. Over the next five years, Earth Networks will deploy 100
cavity ring-down spectrometers (CRDS) continuously measuring CO2, CH4 and H2O. It is planned to
place sensors at 50 tall towers in the United States (20 instruments already deployed), plus 25 in Europe
and 25 around the world. Data from this network will be used for inverse receptor-oriented modeling to
estimate natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks of CO2 and CH4. Instruments are calibrated using
a standard gas mixture from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). Sampling rate
of the raw data from spectrometers and collocated weather stations is at the sub-minute range, which is
important both for short-duration accidents and for identification of very localized emission sources that
are potentially missing in inventories, which could be at least a few weeks old. Local weather
information within urban and populated areas is also critical for receptor-oriented techniques.
Observations provided by more than 8,000 Earth Networks' surface weather stations are available in
real-time and used in our GHG monitoring system.
INTRODUCTION
Current estimates of air quality conditions and distribution of greenhouse gases at local and regional
scales and their long-term impact at nationwide and global scales, depends on the underlying
assumptions about emission inventories. Various uncertainties are associated with bottom-up
inventories and often times they lack sufficient reliability and timeliness to be used for policy-making.
EPA 74 FR 56260 rule on “Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases” [1] includes provisions to ensure
the accuracy of emissions data through monitoring, recordkeeping and verification requirements. Topdown estimates of emissions that use atmospheric observations are being developed to validate the
traditionally used bottom-up inventories and provide more timely information on trends in emission
levels. In a top-down approach, atmospheric mixing ratio observations are used in combination with
inverse models to estimate geographically distributed sources and sinks of greenhouse gasses. Until
recently, the number of atmospheric observing sites was increasing slowly, and lacked enough density to
resolve emissions at state level within a meaningful range of uncertainties.
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Figure 1. Sites providing observations for ESRL/NOAA global system CarbonTracker. Source:
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/carbontracker/goals.html

For top-down estimates of anthropogenic sources to have sufficient accuracy at daily (or even hourly)
granularity, which will facilitate adequate comparisons with bottom-up emissions, it is desirable to have
high sampling frequency. Many of the previously deployed GHG instruments used in national inversion
systems are collecting data where sampling methodology is not continuous, so that a particular short
duration event with anomalous levels of methane, for example, would be missed or smoothed with time.
Locations of the sites used in national inversion systems are shown in Figure 1, where various types of
instruments are indicated. This paper describes Earth Network’s progress in the deployment of a
Greenhouse Gas Monitoring network that will advance capabilities to better resolve dynamically
changing emissions using top-down inversion methodologies at higher resolution regional scales.
Global Greenhouse Gas Network
In 2011, Earth Networks, Inc. launched a large scale initiative to deploy 100 cavity ring-down
spectrometers (CRDS) continuously measuring CO2, CH4 and H2O. Over the next five years, it is
planned to place sensors at 50 tall towers in the United States, 25 in Europe and 25 around the world.
Data from this network will be used for inverse receptor-oriented modeling to estimate natural and
anthropogenic sources and sinks of CO2 and CH4. Instruments are calibrated using a standard gas
mixture from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Sampling rate of the raw
data from spectrometers and collocated weather stations is at the sub-minute range, which is important
for identifying both short-duration releases and localized emission sources that are potentially missing in
inventories. As of March 2012, Earth Networks, Inc. has deployed 20 instruments in the United States,
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Map
M of Earth
h Networks’ GHG sitess in the US.
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Network of High-Precission Instrum
ments
E
Earth Netwo
orks and Scriipps Institutiion of Ocean
nography aree working inn close collabboration to eensure
tthe highest quality
q
obserrvations are produced
p
by
y the GHG obbservation nnetwork. Scrripps scientists have
pplayed a vitaal role in adv
vising Earth Networks
N
reegarding the calibration ssystem desiggn, network design,
ddata quality methods,
m
and assimilatio
on of data fo
or inverse moodeling. In aaddition, Eaarth Networkks is
w
working clossely with wo
orld renowneed atmospherric scientistss and modeliing experts tto develop innverse
m
modeling cap
pability. Fig
gure 3 showss a front view
w and detail ed view of E
Earth Netwoorks’ calibrattion
ssystem. The CO2, CH4 an
nd H2O meaasurements are
a made usinng a Picarro G2301 CRD
DS Gas Anaalyzer
aand a custom
m designed saampling and
d calibration module inteerface with ssoftware runnning on the P
Picarro.
E
Each GHG system is insttalled at a taall tower with
h a minimum
m height of 880 meters. T
Two samplinng inlets
aare installed at the highest accessiblee location on
n the tall tow
wer and a thirrd inlet is insstalled at 50 meters.
A
An Earth Networks profeessional grad
de weather station
s
is alsoo installed att the highestt accessible ppoint of
tthe tower at the
t same heiight as the tw
wo highest sampling inleets.
A
Ambient air is drawn rap
pidly at a ratee of 10 literss per minute using separrate pumps fo
for each inlett. The
ssampling and
d calibration
n module theen draws off the main sam
mpling line vvertically to ensure that any
ccondensed water
w
is not drawn
d
into th
he calibration
n module. T
The calibratioon module inncludes an 8 port
vvalve that alllows for air to
t be sampleed from any one of the 3 tower inletss or two stanndard calibraation
ttanks. The calibration
c
module
m
includ
des a Nafion
n drying systtem designedd to dry the aair to a -30 C
Celsius
ddew point minimizing an
ny requiremeent to ensuree the calibrattion of H2O measuremennts by the Piicarro
G
Gas Analyzeer [2].
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Figure 3. Earth Networks samplin
ng and calib
bration systeem.

E
Earth Netwo
orks softwaree running on
n the Picarro Gas Analyzzer acquires C
CO2, CH4 annd H2O readdings
aalong with alll instrumentt operationall data and caalibration sysstem operatiional data. Innstrument
ooperational data
d is correllated with GHG readingss and is usedd to flag anyy data acquireed while thee system
is operating outside
o
of no
ormal param
meters. Figurre 4 shows a graph of m
methane and P
Picarro samppling
ccavity pressu
ure during a pump failuree at the GHG
G01 samplinng site in Buucktown, MD
D. Note that when
tthe pump fails, the pressu
ure inside th
he Picarro saampling caviity increases rapidly (insset graph) annd the
C
CH4 reading increases raapidly at the same time. The
T red lines show the aautomated Q
QC flags appllied to
tthe CH4 dataa which transsition from “pass”
“
to “flaagged”.
F
Figure 4. Example of data
d
quality
y application
n to pump fa
failure at GH
HG01.
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Example GHG Data Sets
Earth Networks has been operationally collecting data from 20 locations available since March of 2012.
Figure 5 shows a “colorgram” of CH4 and CO2 data gathered in the month of June. Note the high levels
of methane in the northeastern states later in the month of June.
Figure 5. Colorgram of CH4 (top) and CO2 (bottom) data in June 2012 from Earth Networks’
sites across the US.

Figure 6 shows a single day of data gathered from the site in Lewisburg, PA. The graph shows periods
of where a well-mixed atmosphere is giving similar readings from all three heights as well as periods
that are not well mixed where the readings have a high variance between the different heights.
Figure 6. One day of GHG data from Lewisburg, PA .
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Figure 7 shows methane data at 100 meter height over a 15 day period in March 2012 from multiple
network sites in Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey. Note the large spikes of methane
for the Pennsylvania location which is not seen in the other sites data. These large spikes indicate the
presence of large local sources of methane.
Figure 7. CH4 data from multiple GHG network sites.

Supporting Data Sets
It is critical to get an accurate analysis of the state of the atmosphere at a high time resolution in order to
understand sources and sinks of methane and carbon dioxide when using a receptor-oriented approach
and inverse modeling methods that rely on winds and boundary layer information. Earth Networks
operates several networks of instruments which provide input for our inverse modeling efforts and
analysis: 1) a professional grade surface meteorological observation network that provides real time
temperature, humidity, winds, pressure and rainfall data for more than 8,000 locations in the United
States; 2) a network of microwave radiometers which measure temperature and water vapor to 10
kilometers and 3) a network of total lightning sensors which is critical for identifying turbulent air
masses. Figure 8 shows a map of Earth Networks surface observation network, with daily wind gusts (in
mph) indicated at various sites. Data are also ingested from other publicly available surface observation
networks.
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Figure 8. Map of the dense network of surface stations.

Application and Use of GHG Network Data
One potential application of dense GHG network observations would be in relevance to monitoring
emissions from gas and oil production in Pennsylvania. Earth Networks is utilizing an inverse modeling
approach to determine methane emissions from the wells. Figure 10 shows a map of permitted oil and
gas wells in Pennsylvania. The purple star indicates the location of an Earth Networks GHG tower.
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Figure 9. Map
M of the oiil and gas wells
w
in Penn
nsylvania. S
Source: http:://www.ameericanrivers.org/ourw
work/protectting-rivers/eendangered--rivers/endan
ngered-susqquehanna.httml?gclid=C
CLC1oqfj
fj68CFUXc4
4AodTSv0zA
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T
The inversion system colllects inform
mation about geographicaally-distribuuted sources in the area bby
ccontinuously
y sampling methane
m
mixiing ratio in the
t parcels oof air arrivingg at the toweer under varyying
w
weather cond
ditions and from
f
differen
nt directions. Emissionss originatingg from some locations caan reach
tthe tower witthin 24 hourrs, while emiissions from
m other locatiions can takee 48-72 hourrs. There aree some
aareas from where
w
air flow
ws further aw
way from thee tower, andd samples at the tower arre not representative
oof the sourcees at these sp
pots on the su
urface (“blin
nd spots”). T
To accuratelyy describe coontributions which
aare “surface influences” from surfacee sources to an air parceel sampled att the tower aat a given houur, the
E
Earth Netwo
orks inversion
n system usees coupled WRF
W (Weathher Researchh and Forecaasting[3]) andd STILT
((Stochastic Time-Inverte
T
ed Lagrangiaan Transportt[4-8]) modeli ng tools. Thhe existing ddense networrk of
ssensors in four adjacent states
s
provid
des significant advantagees versus a ssingle tower,, since surfacce
influences fo
or all availab
ble towers co
ombined hav
ve substantiaally fewer (iff any at all) bblind spots dduring
aany given peeriod of time (week or month,
m
for exaample). Addditionally, thhere are avaiilable bottom
m-up
[9]
m
methane inveentories for the
t region, such
s
as from
m the EPA oor from worrldwide databbases (EDGA
AR[10]).
T
The Earth Neetworks inveersion system
m divides areea into smalll regions, reepresentativee of particulaar types
oof methane sources
s
and accounting
a
for
f administrrative bounddaries. The syystem combines observaations
ffrom the tow
wers with surrface influen
nce informatiion and withh the bottom--up estimatees, and compputes the
eemissions wiithin these reegions. Resu
ults are typiccally expresssed as factorrs for ratio bbetween com
mputed
eemission estiimates and bottom-up
b
em
mission valu
ues.
F
Figure 10 shows prelimin
nary results from an inverse modelinng study foccused on the northeast Unnited
S
States. The northeast
n
reg
gion was diviided into 28 sub-regionss in which thhe bottoms-uup emissions
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eestimates aree compared to
t estimates computed using a top-doown methoddology. The grey bar graaphs
sshow the prio
or estimate of
o emissionss derived from
m the EDGA
AR 4.2 databbase within eeach sub-reggion
aalong with errror estimatees. The colo
ored bars corrrespond to tthe color of tthe region shhown in the
aaccompanyin
ng map. Inveersions weree run over tw
wo example pperiods of tim
me: the first one includees data
just from Maarch 2012 an
nd the second
d one includ
des data from
m March andd April 2012.. Some simiilarities
aand differencces can be seeen in the tw
wo graphs. Region
R
one aand two in booth graphs hhave a higherr level of
eestimated em
missions than
n the prior esstimate. Acccording to thhe maps in F
Figure 10, theese are also the
rregions wherre there is an
n increasing number of oil
o and gas w
wells. Also, tthere are reggions, such aas #10,
ffor example, with higher top-down emissions
e
esstimates in M
March, thouggh the combiination of M
March and
A
April had esttimates that were
w much more
m
in line with the priior estimatess. This couldd be attributaable to
aagricultural activity
a
in th
his region.
F
Figure 10. Preliminary
P
y inverse mo
odeling resu
ults using th
he data from
m four Earth
h Networkss’ sites.

F
Further imprrovements to
o the inverse modeling methods
m
dem
monstrated heere are conteemplated as w
well as
sstudies to furrther validatee the results.
C
CONCLUSIIONS
G
Greenhouse gas (GHG) observing
o
neetworks, succh as the onee that Earth N
Networks is deploying annd
ooperating, will provide in
n situ measu
urements of CO
C 2, CH4, annd H2O usinng high preciision instrum
ments to
ssupport MRV
V (measurem
ment, reportiing and veriffication), as w
well as inverse modelingg studies. T
These
ttypes of high
hly accurate and consisteent measurem
ments answeer the calls foor continuouus environmeental
oobservations to provide "accurate
"
and timely info
ormation onn GHG emisssions”, which is essentiaal for
““informing and
a assessing
g future clim
mate change policy
p
decisiions.”[1].
R
Robust and detailed
d
obseervations of surface weather and GH
HGs from Eaarth Networkks, deliveredd on a
ccontinuous basis,
b
will en
nable scientissts to obtain a detailed picture of thee Earth’s dynnamics. Furtther,
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integrating these critical data resources with socio-economic indicators will provide a more holistic and
detailed perspective not only for scientists, but for policymakers and society at large.
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